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Abstract. We review some recent results on neural dynamics and information processing which
arise when considering several biophysical factors of interest, in particular, short-term synaptic
plasticity and neural heterogeneity. The inclusion of short-term synaptic plasticity leads to enhanced
long-term memory capacities, a higher robustness of memoryto noise, and irregularity in the
duration of the so-called up cortical states. On the other hand, considering some level of neural
heterogeneity in neuron models allows neural systems to optimize information transmission in
rate coding and temporal coding, two strategies commonly used by neurons to codify information
in many brain areas. In all these studies, analytical approximations can be made to explain the
underlying dynamics of these neural systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Theoretical and computational modeling has become a powerful tool to deepen our un-
derstanding of neural systems. This is especially important when dealing with mecha-
nisms or neural circuits that are not easily accessible experimentally, or when experimen-
tal data by itself is not enough to provide a clear picture of the phenomena under study.
A prominent biophysical mechanism that fits in such a framework is short-term synap-
tic plasticity, also known as dynamic synapses [1]. This type of fast, activity-dependent
variation of the synaptic strength has been shown to have a strong impact on a number
of important neural tasks, such as cortical gain control [2], coincidence detection [3, 4],
sound localization [5], broadband coding [6], up and down cortical transitions [7, 8],
working memory [9] or network storage capacity [10, 11, 12].There are still a number
of open questions, and thus short-term synaptic plasticitydeserves further attention from
the theoretical and computational point of view.

Another important feature that can be studied in an efficientmanner by using theo-
retical and computational modeling is the effect of cellular heterogeneity on the perfor-
mance of neural networks. When investigating neural codingstrategies used by brain
circuits, most theoretical and computational studies do not take into account the intrin-
sic variability found among actual neurons. In addition, such variability is also usually
difficult to control experimentally, making neural heterogeneity a typically underrated
factor in neural information processing studies. In recentyears, however, a number of



studies have suggested a functional role of the intrinsic heterogeneity found in real neu-
ral systems, and in particular its possible influence on network synchronization [13, 14],
signal transmission [15, 16], neural coding [17] and sensory processing [18, 19].

In this work, we review some of our recent results on these topics. First, we consider
the effect of short-term synaptic plasticity on the storageabilities of attractor neural
networks, showing that it leads to enhanced memory capacities [11, 12] and a higher
robustness to noise [12]. Then, we consider a simplified model of a neural population to
investigate the effect of short-term synaptic plasticity on the irregularity of the duration
of up states in cortical networks [8], which has been observed in experiments [20, 21,
22]. Finally, we address the effect of some level of heterogeneity among neurons in a
network on the optimization in the information transmission for rate coding and temporal
coding, two strategies commonly used by neurons to codify information in many brain
areas [17]. In the three studies presented, analytical approximations can be made to
explain the underlying dynamics of these neural systems.

MAXIMUM STORAGE CAPACITY

We first study the influence of dynamic synapses on the storageabilities of neural
networks (for more details, see [11, 12] and references therein). We consider a fully
connected network ofN binary neurons whose states≡{si = 0,1;∀i =1, . . . ,N} follows
a probabilistic parallel dynamics

P[si(t+1) = 1] =
1
2
{1+ tanh[2β (hi(s, t)−θi)]} ∀i = 1. . .N, (1)

wherehi(s, t) is the local field or the total input synaptic current to neuron i, namely

hi(s, t) = ∑
j 6=i

ωi j x j(t)u j(t)sj(t). (2)

Also, β ≡ T−1 is a temperature or noise parameter (i.e., forβ → ∞ we have a determin-
istic dynamics), andθi represents the neuron firing threshold. The coefficientsωi j are
fixed synaptic weights, consequence of the slow learning process ofM memory patterns
of activity. In the following we choose the following learning rule

ωi j =
1

N f(1− f )

M

∑
µ=1

(ξ µ
i − f )(ξ µ

j − f ), (3)

where
{

ξ µ
i = 0,1; i = 1. . .N

}

represents theM stored random patterns with mean activ-
ity over the patterns〈ξ µ

i 〉= f = 1/2. On the other hand, the variablesx j , u j appearing in
hi describe the short-term depression and facilitation synaptic mechanisms, respectively.
We assume that these variables evolve according to the discrete dynamics [23, 24]

x j(t+1) = x j(t)+
1−x j(t)

τrec
−USEu j(t)x j(t)sj(t) (4)
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FIGURE 1. Critical network load in the presence of short-term synaptic plasticity forUSE= 0.2. Left:
network load vs depression time constant, for different values of the facilitation time constant. Right:
critical network load vs facilitation time constant, for different values of the depression time constant
(the inset shows the lowτ f ac regime, where maxima appear). As one can see, the presence offacilitation
allows optimal retrieval abilities in the network while preserving the dynamic nature of synapses. Mean-
field predictions (lines) agree with simulations (symbols), which were done with a network ofN = 3000
neurons.

u j(t +1) = u j(t)+
1−u j(t)

τ f ac
+(1−USEu j(t))sj(t). (5)

Here,τrec,τ f ac are the time constants for depressing and facilitating processes respec-
tively, andUSE is a parameter related with synaptic unreliability. The original Hopfield
model is recovered whenxi = ui = 1, ∀ i, t (i.e. static synapses). By simple inspection
of Eqs. (4-5), this corresponds to the case ofτrec,τ f ac ≪ 1 which makesx j andu j ∀ j
quickly reach their maximum values,x j = u j = 1 ∀ j, t (see [11] for a careful explanation
of this limit). We also choose

θi =
1
2 ∑

j 6=i

ωi j . (6)

The network load is defined asα ≡ M/N. One can obtain a mean field solution of the
network at the limit of zero temperature (see [11] for details) and obtain the following
expression for the critical network loadαc (defined as the maximum number of patterns
per neuron that the network is able to retrieve), simplified here for clarity purposes:

αc ∼
0.138

1+
(

1+γγ ′−γ ′
γ ′

)2 , (7)

whereγ ≡ USEτrec and γ ′ ≡ 1+τ f ac
1+USEτ f ac

. We can employ such a mean field solution to
compare with the numerical simulations of the model and study the effect of the time
constantsτrec, τ f ac on the critical network load. As Fig. 1 shows, the presence ofpurely
depressing synapses (that is,τ f ac = 0) leads to low critical network loads; this effect
is stronger for largerτrec (see also [24]). On the other hand, the presence of a certain
level of facilitation allows an optimal network load (and therefore optimal retrieval
abilities) for certain finite nonzero values ofτrec, τ f ac. This is highly desirable from both
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FIGURE 2. Effect of short-term plasticity on the retrieval abilitiesof noisy networks. Left: phase
diagram of the network forUSE = 0.2, τrec = 2 and different values ofτ f ac. Right: critical temperature
as a function ofτ f ac, for USE= 0.2 and different values ofτrec. Mean-field predictions (lines) agree with
simulations (symbols), which were performed with a networkof N = 3000 neurons.

computational and biophysical points of view, since one would want to have a neural
network with good retrieval abilities while preserving thedynamic nature of synapses,
which endow it with further information processing and coding capabilities.

One can also extend the mean-field solution found in [11] to the case of nonzero
temperatures, in order to study the behavior of the network in more general conditions
(see [12] for details). In particular, we can compute the phase diagrams of the model
as a function of the network load and temperature, and then investigate the effect of
short-term plasticity on these diagrams. As the left panel of Fig. 2 shows, the presence
of short-term facilitation increases the area of the memoryphase, even in the presence
of short-term depression [12]. The effect on the critical temperatureTc, which is the
maximum temperature allowing good retrieval abilities andcorresponds to theα → 0
case, is worth mentioning. We can observe clearly in the right panel of Fig. 2 that
increasingτ f ac leads to large values ofTc, for different values of the depression time
constant. Such dependence can be found analytically [12], and it is Tc = γ ′/(1+ γγ ′).
These largeTc values comfortably surpasses the critical temperature of the standard
Hopfield model (marked as a dashed line in the figure), indicating that the presence of
facilitation allows the network to perform optimally in retrieval tasks even in strong
noise conditions.

IRREGULARITY OF CORTICAL UP STATES

We have seen so far that, from a purely theoretical standpoint, short-term synaptic
plasticity, and in particular short-term facilitation, may be highly beneficial for a neural
network to improve information retrieval properties. However, short-term depression by
itself is also crucial to explain certain features observedin actual neural systems. A
good example of this is the spontaneous transitions betweenactivity states observed in
cortical areas in the brain, a phenomenon which is referred to asupanddowntransitions.
Such behavior may provide a framework for neural computations [25], and could also



coordinate some sleep rhythms into a coherent rhythmic oscillatory behavior in cortical
and thalamocortical areas [26, 27, 28].

A prominent feature of up and down transitions is that, for certain experimental
conditions, the times between transitions seem to be highlyirregular, and in particular
the duration of up states is found to range from a scale of miliseconds to seconds [20,
21, 22]. While previous modeling studies (which consider upand down transitions as a
phenomenon induced by synaptic depression) are not able to explain such irregularity
[29, 7, 30], a combination of short-term depression and other biophysical factors could
still be able to explain such erratic behavior. Here we briefly discuss a simplified model
of a neural population, with short-term depression and synaptic noise, which is able to
explain the irregularity found in the duration of up states (for more details, see [8]).

We assume that the dynamics of the firing rate of the neural population is described
by

dν(t)
dt

=−ν(t)+F [J x(t)ν(t)−θ ]+ζ (t), (8)

whereν(t) is the mean firing rate or activity of the neural population,J is the synaptic
coupling strength in absence of short-term depression, andθ is a firing threshold. The
variableζ (t) is a Gaussian white noise of zero mean and standard deviationδ , which
takes into account the inner stochasticity of neurons. The termF [z]≡ νmax

2 (1+ tanh(z))
is a sigmoidal function, which sets the up and down activity levels toν = νmaxandν = 0,
respectively.

The variablex(t) takes into account the synaptic variations due to short-term depres-
sion, and evolves according to

dx(t)
dt

=
1−x(t)

τrec
−USE x(t)ν(t)+

D
τrec

ξ (t), (9)

whereτrec is again the depression time constant, andUSE is a parameter related with
the synaptic unreliability (we do not consider short-term facilitation here). The last term
(with ξ (t) being a Gaussian white noise of zero mean and unitary variance, andD a con-
stant representing the strength of the noise) takes into account any source of uncontrolled
noise that is not included inζ (t) and that could directly influence the synaptic strength,
such as fluctuations in neurotransmitter release or receptor unreliability [31, 32].

A typical temporal evolution of this model is shown in Fig. 3A, while Fig. 3B
corresponds to the histogram of population activity values, which reflects the bimodal
nature found in experiments. The activity of up and down states can be easily identified
as 5 spikes/s and 0.5 spikes/s, respectively.

One can develop a theoretical estimation of the probabilitydistribution P(T) of a
certain up state durationT (such as the one displayed in Fig. 3A). Briefly, by carefully
analyzing the conditions for the existence of a double well in the dynamics (8), one can
find that only a limited window of values ofx(t) is compatible with the existence of
such a double well. Whenx(t) is above (below) this window, the double well turns into
a single well centered at the up (down) activity state, respectively. If the synaptic noise
is strong enough, the variablex(t) will be constantly pulled away from this window, and
as a result the synaptic strength will drive the transitionsbetween up and down states. In
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FIGURE 3. (A) Transitions between up and down states in a neural population with depressing
synapses. In the model, the transition between the two possible activity levels is driven by the average
strength of the synapses at a given time, namelyx(t). Population activity (top) as well as averaged synaptic
strength (bottom) are shown, with the mean value ofx(t) denoted by a dashed line. (B) Histogram of
the population firing rate, displaying the bistable nature of the population dynamics. (C) Distribution of
duration times of the up state, for different levels of synaptic noise. The slopeλexp= 1.43 corresponds
to the value found inin vitro experiments (see main text for details). Parameters areJ = 1.1,USE = 0.6,
τrec = 1000ms, δ = 0.3 andνmax= 5 spikes/s.

practice, the double well window forx(t) will be small and centered on its mean value
x0. One can see this effect in Fig. 3A, where large deviations ofx(t) from its mean value
(dashed line) drive the population activity towards up or down states.

In this context, the presence of temporal correlations inx(t) (reflected by the short-
term depression time constantτrec) will increase the duration of the excursions ofx(t)
out of the double well window, which in turn will imply an increment in the duration of
the up states. Thus, calculating the distribution ofruin timesof x(t) (that is, the mean
duration of the excursions ofx(t) away from its mean value) will give us the distribution
of up state durations, which results inP(T)∼ T−λ with λ = 1.5.

The numerical simulations of our model indicate, as can be seen in Fig. 3C, that
the distribution of up state durationsP(T) tends to a power-law distribution with slope
∼ 1.5 for sufficiently large values of the synaptic noiseD, as our theoretical estimations
predict. The figure also shows, for a direct comparison, the slope ofλexp∼ 1.43 found in
in vitro experiments [21], in a very good agreement with our theoretical and numerical
predictions.



HETEROGENEITY AND NEURAL CODING

In this last section, we focus on the effect of neural heterogeneity on the coding prop-
erties of neural networks (a detailed description of this section can be found in [17]).
We start by considering a fully connected network ofN excitatory neurons, where the
dynamics of each neuroni is described by

τm
dVi(t)

dt
=−Vi(t)+S(t)+µ+

√
τmσξi(t)+

τm

N ∑
j
∑
k

J δ (t − tk
i j ), (10)

whereτm is the neuron membrane time constant,Vi is its membrane potential,S(t) is
an external input signal to be determined,µ is a constant input bias,ξi(t) is a gaussian
white noise of zero mean and unitary variance,σ is the noise strength,J is the synaptic
coupling strength, and thek− th spike from neuronj arrives at neuroni at tk

i j ; the effect
of this spike on the neuron is modeled as a delta-like pulse. Each neuroni is assumed
to fire an action potential (AP) every timeVi reaches a certain firing threshold, and after
that the membrane potential is reset toVr for a time periodτre f . In addition, we assume
here that each neuroni has a firing thresholdθi which is randomly distributed following a
gaussian profileP(θ) with meanθ and standard deviationw. Such heterogeneity reflects
some of the variability in the individual excitability properties of neurons found in actual
neural systems. The network will be homogeneous forw= 0, when the distribution of
thresholds becomes a delta centered atθ .

We now consider that the external signalS(t) is a weak, low-frequency sinusoidal sig-
nal. Assuming a homogeneous network (that is,w= 0) that remains in an asynchronous
state (see [33]), the signal is able to slowly modulate the mean firing rate of the network
(see Fig. 4A). Such modulation of the firing rate, which captures and transmits the in-
formation of the signal, is referred to asrate coding[34, 35]. In order to investigate the
effects of neural heterogeneity on information transmission and neural coding, we now
assume a certain level of heterogeneity in the network (sow> 0) and compute the mod-
ulation of the mean firing rate due toS(t) in this case. We observe, both analytically and
numerically, that the strength of the modulation depends onthe level of heterogeneity
in a non-trivial way (Fig. 4B). In particular, we found a non-monotonic behavior of the
modulation (measured as an input-output correlation) withw, suggesting that there is a
certain neural heterogeneity level which optimizes information transmission under rate
coding. This optimization is found to be caused by the nonlinear effect of heterogeneity
on the baseline mean firing rate of the network [17].

On the other hand, if we assume that the working point of our homogeneous network
(w = 0) is close to the stability line of the system, a small external perturbation may
be able to destabilize the network and make the neurons synchronize briefly, producing
a population spike [33, 36]. Networks can use this high sensitivity to small external
perturbations to process well time-located incoming signals, as seen in Fig. 4C. Such a
detection strategy, which strongly relies on the generation of sharp responses precisely
located in time, is known as temporal coding [34, 35]. When considering the effect of
neural heterogeneity in information transmission under temporal coding (for which we
use here the positive predictive value, PPV, a widely used measure [37]), we observe a
nonlinear dependence as well (see Fig. 4D). More precisely,we find a non-monotonic
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FIGURE 4. Effect of neural heterogeneity on the coding properties of spiking neural networks. (A)
Modulation of the network mean firing rate (black) due to a weak sinusoidal signal (grey); the network
is in an asynchronous working regime andw= 0. (B) Signal transmission, measured as the input-output
correlation of the system, is optimized for a certain nonzero level of neural heterogeneity under rate
coding. Theoretical estimation (line) agrees with numerical simulations (points). (C) Detection of sharp
inputs (triangles) by the network through population-spike generation. The network is close to the stability
line, andw= 0. (D) Signal transmission, measured as the PPV, is optimized for a certain nonzero level of
neural heterogeneity under temporal coding. Parameter values areN= 1500 (for simulations),τm= 20ms,
µ = 14mV, Vr = 10mV, τre f = 5 ms, θ = 20mV andσ = 3 mV. Coupling strengthJ is 10mV (A, B) or
20mV (C, D).

shape of the PPV withw, suggesting that a certain neural heterogeneity value is able
to optimize the detection of signals under temporal coding.This phenomenon is due
to a diversity-induced synchronization of the neurons which leads to a resonance-like
behavior of the system [15, 16, 17].

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have reviewed some recent results concerning the role of several
factors, such as short-term synaptic plasticity or neural heterogeneity, on the dynamics
of neural networks. In the case of short-term synaptic plasticity, we have shown that
short-term facilitation has a positive impact (with respect to purely depressing synapses)
in the retrieval abilities of attractor neural networks [11]. In particular, the presence of
facilitation allows to have a neural network with good retrieval abilities while preserving
the natural fast dynamics of synaptic weights, convenient for information processing and
coding. Furthermore, the storage properties of attractor neural networks are improved



with facilitation also in high-noise conditions, yieldinga larger area of good memory
retrieval and higher critical temperatures [12]. This suggests that facilitation may have
an important role in helping actual neural circuits to access and maintain previously
stored information in the presence of strong noise, which would occur, for instance, in
working memory tasks [9].

Short-term depression, on the other hand, has been found to have a major impact
on several tasks, such as gain control [2] or sound localization [5]. As we reviewed
here, the combination of short-term synaptic depression and synaptic noise may be
responsible for the irregularity of the duration of up states [8]. Such irregularity has
been observed in several experimental conditions [20, 21, 22], although there is also
experimental evidence of a much lower irregularity in different conditions [22, 38, 39].
Therefore, further theoretical and experimental work is needed to understand the origin
of the irregularity of up state duration, and why it is absentin some situations. This
absence could involve, for instance, underlying mechanisms modulating the level of
short-term depression or the strength of synaptic noise.

Finally, we have analyzed the role of intrinsic neural heterogeneity on the coding
properties of spiking neural networks. Contrary to what is traditionally assumed, hetero-
geneity on neural systems does not only allow networks to process information properly,
but a certain level of such heterogeneity may even boost the abilities of the network to
process and transmit information under several neural strategies, namely, rate coding and
temporal coding. Such results are found to be robust in more realistic structures, such
as in sparsely connected networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons [17]. The way
in which short-term synaptic plasticity and neural heterogeneity could interact in the
processing of information constitutes an open question which is currently under study.
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